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Introduction

Research conducted by Harvard University, The Carnegie Foundation and
Stanford Research center concluded that 85% of job success comes from
having well-developed people skills. I can also conclude it applies to life
success.
When I was ten years old, I received a gift from my mother: The book titled
“Success Through A Positive Mental Attitude” by Napoleon Hill. That book
changed my life.
My life became more positive although all the problems and issues I have
faced. More positive thoughts and more positive actions. During decades I
thought that if one had positive thoughts somehow positive things would be
attracted. Being positive helped me to have hope.
I learned that hope is a bad strategy, and as matter of fact, it is not a
strategy. Hope brought me disappointments because I learned that results
and accomplishments not only depended on me but also on others.
The ultimate success depends on how we think about ourselves and also on
what others think, feel and experience. It is about self-awareness and social
awareness.
I failed several times by myself and by others. It is the reality, people can
also make you fail or succeed. It is not only about you, it is about people
who surround you.

I learned that life and business are about people, your success is about
people. People are about emotions and intellectual experiences. You have
to build your future with and through people, people that will come and go.
People that will help you, or will be against you.

Introduction

That is why I can tell that the purpose of this simple and concise book is to
bring awareness of who we really are and how our own experiences and
dark sides come into play in our success. This book contains seven
thoughts and reflections with a set of actions for you to reflect on each
thought to motivate you to rethink about what you already know. At the end,
there is a simple questionnaire that will help you to determine your level of
awareness to live and lead successfully.
If you want to succeed, it is not only about building, but also it is about
battling. This is not a call for living in war, but we have to acknowledge that
opposite forces exist and will influence our life.
Welcome to the real journey to our destination that can be achieved if we
build and battle.

Freddy Guevara

“

“

I knew from childhood that
leadership is a lonely,
infernal and divine journey.
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Thought 1

1. Build Great Things and Be Ready to
Battle Opposition

Do you really want to build a better life and a better future for you? If so, I
have something to tell you, maybe you know it, but this is it: If you want to
build great things…Be ready to battle.
Why? Because the truth is that your success does not only depend on you,
but it also depends on the people who support you and the ones who battle
against you. Believe it or not , opposition is real. You can argue that you
have to be positive, motivated, hard worker, smart, but we know for sure that
it will take several battles until you achieve your goals. It will not come easy
because there will be people who will disappoint you, deceive you, battle
you to reduce to zero your possibilities to succeed.
You have to understand this thought for you to move forward and have real
possibilities to build your dream. If you have the knowledge, skills and
attitude to build a great future, get prepared intellectually and emotionally to
battle for what you are building.

“

“

The more you build, the more
you battle.
Freddy Guevara

Action:
1.

Think about what you want to build, what your goals , your
dreams are. Write them in the table below.

2.

Identify what type of opposition you can find on your way
to build your dream.

3.

Lastly, analyze how you will battle each opposition you
identified.

What do you
want to build?

What type of
opposition you
will find?

How will you
battle that
opposition?
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Thought 2

2. Leaders Are Warriors And Scholars

Once you understand that for you to build your dream, you have to battle,
you have to prepare as warrior and scholar. Building great organizations is a
battlefield that is why great Leaders have to show their strengths in hot
water, because. If you are not willing to battle you can’t build anything.
You have to learn the skills you need to become a warrior and battle against
the forces that don’t let you succeed. Great leaders rise from their own hell
to become warriors because they know that building an empire attract
opposite forces so they have to be prepared to go to war for their dream.
On the other hand, leaders are also scholars. Leaders keep learning every
day to improve their leadership skills. But I want to confess you that the best
school for a real and practical leadership is called LIFE. Life will graduate
you, because real life will bring you positive and negative things through
people for you to apply what you know.

Freddy Guevara

“

“

Great leaders are forged in
their own hell.

Action:
1.

Determine the current skills you have and write them in the
table below.

2.

Search for basic skills that warriors and scholars have to
possess to succeed.

3.

Identify any gap between your skills and warriors and
scholars skills.

4.

Write actions you will take to close that gap.

What are
your
current
skills?

What are
the
warriors’
skills?

What are
the
scholar’s
skills?

Gap
between
skills

Actions to
close the
gap
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Thought 3

3. If They Don’t Follow You, They Are
Not There For You
Great leaders know that they and their followers come together for a journey
to achieve a great vision. But, leaders also know that there are followers
who are there for them and others aren’t. The truth of the matter is that
people come and go. Don’t be attached to people because they will leave
you in a heartbeat when they change their minds or their interests.
You have to recognize that in your life and in business, you will have people
who are your confidants and allies. Confidants are the ones who are there
for you for who you are . Your allies are the ones who are there for your
cause, for what you represent or for the enemy you battle against.

If you want to know who your confidants or allies are, expose them to times
of challenges and conflicts because you will see a person’s true colors in
those times. Start looking at people’s hearts and shadows to know who is
who clearly and who are the ones you really need to build and battle.

Freddy Guevara

“

“

Leaders must be aware of
their team members’ shadows
to build a great team.

Action:
1.

Write the name of up to five team members or people
close to you in the table below.

2.

Check mark the box of confidant or ally for one each of
them based on your current situation.

3.

Identify a challenge or conflict you can use to expose
them.

4.

After exposing them to the challenge or conflict, reevaluate
and write in the last column if now you consider them as
confidants or allies.

Name of Confidant
team
members

Ally

Describe
Challenge or
conflict

Who are
they?
Confidant
or ally
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Thought 4

4. Accept Confusion, Uncertainty,
Fear, Conflict, Controversy And
Opposition
If you know who is who clearly in your life, you will have to be comfortable
with uncertainties, probabilities and hell. You have to accept that it’s not
about motivation, skills, knowledge, attitude, it is also about understanding
that your actions and results will be influenced by confusion, fear, conflict,
controversy and opposition.
You have to be aware of these forces and accept them because they are
part of life and you can’t do anything to change that. Just live. You will have
to take the good and the bad things. People will bring you conflicts,
controversies, opposition through their decisions and actions.
Next time you make a decision, be aware of these forces because it is
possible you have made poor decisions for the lack of awareness of these
forces. Forgive yourself for your poor decisions, but never forget them or
their consequences. Remember this: No temptations, no conflicts, no
enemies……no victory.

Freddy Guevara

“

“

Why complain? We build our
own heaven and hell. Own it
and live it.

Action:
1.

Identify and select the forces you remember have
influenced your life.

2.

Describe how those forces came out and what happened.

3.

Describe each action or reaction you had when facing
those forces.

Forces :
Confusion, fear,
conflict,
controversy,
opposition

Describe what
happened

Describe any
action or reaction
for each situation
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Thought 5

5. Leadership Occurs In The Shadows,
Beyond Good And Evil
Leaders know that few people really experience who they are. History has
demonstrated that we have had good and evil leaders moving to one
extreme or another. However, great leaders have understood that we really
know who we are between light and darkness, and most of things
influencing our lives come from between the light and the darkness, they
come from the shadows.
According to Daryl Sharp in the Jung Lexicon, “shadow is a hidden or
unconscious aspects of oneself, both good and bad, which the ego has
either repressed or never recognized.” Your shadows either destroy you or
drive you. It’s your choice. But, remember that you deal with your own
shadows and with others’ shadows.
After exploring different resources and my own life for the shadows, I have
identified common shadows in leadership:

Freddy Guevara

“

“

Doing bad things for a
greater purpose.

The Shadow of Chaos: People are always afraid of disorder, anarchy and
unpredictability. Chaos destroys sensitivity. You will have people in your life
and business that have unpredictable behaviors, so you have to be aware
that their unpredictable actions may hurt you. If that hurts you , it is because
those actions are touching your shadow of chaos.

Introduction

You have to understand this shadow, accept it, own it and live with it. Chaos
is part of our lives. Take the positive side of chaos because chaos can
inspire you to destroy and rebuild. Chaos can inspire your creativity and
take those unpredictable things to make them work on your behalf.

The Shadow of Emptiness and Sadness: People battle against
loneliness, even there are people that suffer if they are alone. Be aware that
people come and go. Don’t be attached to people. Once you accept people
in your life as if they will stay for ever, you lose. They will leave you, and
don’t matter how good you are or the good things you have done for them.
Accept the emptiness and sadness of life for losing people and things in
your life. Remember that you will win as well as you will lose. Leadership is
a lonely journey.

“

“

Life is a mix of sunshine and
hurricane.
Freddy Guevara

The Shadow of God: There are people and leaders that want to be
omnipotent, they want to know everything and be everywhere. They want
power and feel the ones who can order, create, condemn and forgive. They
choose their people and use their power to give privileges to those who
support them and punishing those who don’t follow them.

Introduction

We have to understand that we are not God. We are human beings with
virtues and defects. Accept the fact that we are finite beings playing an
infinite game. Accept the fact that we are not alone here and we need
people be our followers or not, to help us build our dream.
The Shadow of Evil: There are people and leaders that believe we all are
bad. People that think there is evil in our nature by default. Leaders who
think that there is something wrong in people and they are where they are to
hurt others.
This shadow is disturbing and destroying your relationships. You can’t build
a great life and business if you have the shadow of evil walking behind you.
Yes, you will find bad on your way, but there will be also good. You have to
acknowledge that there is a good and bad nature in all of us. Accept this
fact, don’t be attached to people, understand the loneliness of this journey,
take the good with the bad, and you will succeed.

Freddy Guevara

“

“

Explore the beauty of your
own shadows.

Action:
1.

Identify each one of the shadows you have recognized in
your life.

2.

Describe what happened when those shadows have come
out.

3.

Describe if possible how you have managed those
shadows or what you really did.

Your Shadows

Describe what
happened?

What did you do?
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Thought 6

6. Our Passions Come From Our
Shadows

Have you ever wondered where your passions come from? They may come
from your own talent, your gifts, your strengths, but our passions really
come from our own shadows. Our shadows possess both positive qualities
and lessons about ourselves that we haven’t found or realized.
We have passions that inspire us to build a better life and others that can
destroy us because they play with our own emotions. That’s why you will
see your inner strength and weakness from your shadows. It takes a long
time to realize who we really are and the more you know who you are and
what you hide, the more successful you will become.
Practice self-awareness and awake your own nature, embrace your
passions and live them for better or worse, respect who you are and move
forward with your passions. If you know yourself better than anybody, you
will increase your probabilities for success. Know and love yourself.

Freddy Guevara

“

“

Your own shadows separate
you from the life you want to
build.

Action:
1.

Identify all your passions that can be from a dream or
talent you have.

2.

Identify a shadow you think that your passion can come
from.

Your Passions

Shadows
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Thought 7

7. Destruction Is Necessary To
Rebuild A New Destiny
Leaders fight with words and truth to build people and great organizations.
They battle with the help of confidants and allies to achieve a vision. They
follow their passions and inspire others to follow their passions. They
promote a life where we know ourselves including our shadows. However,
for the lack of awareness, we live a life without purpose which results on a
life full of repression, depression, disappointments, failures and lost battles.
That’s why leaders know that battles are necessary and that there are
battles that awake our demons. In other words, to know the taste of heaven,
you have to experience the taste of hell first. That means to build our future
requires battle wars that will bring destruction. Leaders have learned that
destruction can be a key factor for survival and growth.
Destruction can lead us to rebuild new lives, new dreams and a new destiny.
Therefore, be prepared for destruction even if that means destroy something
negative in your inside to be reborn as the Phoenix bird.

“

“

Bad things can inspire you to
build, destroy, rebuild and
grow.
Freddy Guevara

Action:
1.

Think twice before writing what things you would destroy in
your life or business.

2.

Now, think about the real reason why you would set those
things for destruction.

3.

Think twice about what things from the ones you would
destroy, you would rebuild.

4.

Lastly, think twice about the real reasons why you would
invest your efforts and time to rebuild them.

What things
would you
destroy?

Why would
you destroy
them?

What things
would you
rebuild?

Why would
you rebuild
them?

Build & Battle Leadership
Questionnaire
This instrument will provide you with an opportunity to reflect and gain
insight in your people skills in a wide perspective that includes light,
darkness and shadows of people.
For each one of the 10 statements listed below rate yourself on the
scale shown below by circling the number that you feel most closely
represent your feelings about the task.
•Almost always true – 5
•Frequently true – 4
•Occasionally true – 3
•Seldom true – 2
•Almost never true - 1
Be honest and face your own nature.

1.

I know who I am even what I hide

1

2

3

4

5

2.

I know who is who in my inner circle 1

2

3

4

5

3.

I have more allies than confidants

2

3

4

5

1

4. I feel comfortable dealing with
Uncertainties, conflicts and controversies 1

2

3

4

5

5.

I am good at dealing with chaos

1

2

3

4

5

6.

I feel good being alone

1

2

3

4

5

7. When I lose a friend, I accept it
Without any remorse or sadness

1

2

3

4

5

8.

1

2

3

4

5

9. I believe people are
Good and bad

1

2

3

4

5

10.

1

2

3

4

5

I feel good delegating

I can take the good and the bad
Scoring

Score the survey by adding the numbers that you circled: ____

-A score of twenty-five or higher indicates that you have a high level of
awareness and are willing to awake to improve your life and achieve
success. You understand who you are and what people are about. You
are ready to face opposite forces with more possibilities to overcome
them.
-A score of twenty-four or less indicates that you need to improve your
self-awareness and have to work on how to depend less on people. You
need to improve your ability to handle opposite forces for you to move
forward and improve your chances of success.

No matter what your score is, your commitment, discipline, motivation
and attitude are the highest indicators for your ability to learn, gain a
deep insight and improve your people leadership skills.

Use this instrument to help you determine what you need to improve
and develop. Once you know who you are, what you hide, what you
need and who others are, you will have greater possibilities to
succeed.

Remember this: When we know ourselves is like building a bridge
between our goodness and our evil.

“

“

Never be afraid of accepting
who you are with your light,
darkness and shadows
Freddy Guevara

Conclusion
The Awakening
Today’s leaders are building organizations in a society facing new
challenges and new human, economic and social realities.
I’ve offered you a different perspective that may make you rethink your life,
relationships and business.
If there is a message I want you to take away is that real success is about
building and developing people while battling their shadows that meet us in
our way to our destiny either for destroy us or for driving us, at the end it is
up to us regarding on how we face those forces.
This is a call for legacy, a call for building infinite organizations with a
sustainable successful future while battling our opposite forces. This is a call
for our awakening that we all need to realize that we are here to build a
better world and battle for it. If you want to build, you have to battle.

Freddy Guevara

“

“

Smile. Life and business are
war games.
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Freddy Guevara

“

“

Opposition, conflicts,
controversies, uncertainties
are real…Build and Battle.

Stay Connected
If this book helps you rethink your life, your relationships, your
business and your leadership, I will have accomplished
something great. Contact me for further information on how
Build & Battle Speeches and interactive sessions can take you
and your team to a new level to own the good and the bad, and
live your journey to success.

LEARN MORE
www.freddygzone.com

Follow me
@freddygzone

